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I met Ivan Chermayeff 25 years ago. It was a winter evening in New 
York and he was wearing an overcoat from the twenties, which he 
made a point of telling me had been copied from one worn by his then 
father-in-law. He had taken the coat to the original Savile Row tailor 
and after many months returned to London to pick up the reproduction. 
Seeing him smile at the new coat, the tailor revealed that he had also 
cut the original in 1926. Ivan still talks about that coat and I think he 
still has it. 

Ivan’s attachment to that classic coat has always symbolized, for me, 
a quality of mind that gives his work special depth and meaning. One 
of America’s most celebrated artist/designers, he reminds us of 
his debt to his father, the distinguished and pioneering artist/teacher 
Serge Chermayeff. By extension, he notes his sense of place in an 
important aesthetic tradition. 

The model of a contemporary designer, whose work has always 
struck me as unusually direct and unsentimental, Chermayeff is the 
quintessential businessman’s designer. The many famous logos 
designed by his firm, Chermayeff & Geismar Inc.—most notably the 
symbols for Mobil and Chase Manhattan Bank—are household images in 
contemporary America. But as an illustrator and an artist there is 
something else at play. Here we find a deep understanding and respect 
for the tradition in which he works, coupled with the unselfconscious 
ability to pay that tradition homage. In so doing, Chermayeff has 
no fear of losing his own very personal voice, nor does he do so. 

Ivan Chermayeff’s art is profound, witty and captivating. His collages, 
which have commanded much of his artistic attention in recent 
years, respect the abstraction of the 1950s, in which lies much of 
their stylistic origin, yet they develop their own personality—irreverent, 
intellectual and unusually accessible. Importantly, they reflect an 
artistic maturity that understands and accepts the strength of tradition, 
rather than self-consciously seeking the “new.” The result is original 
and refreshing—a look at our world through wonderfully satisfying 
imagery that is as comfortable with humor, wit and irony as it is with 
occasional nostalgia, anger or even tragedy. As a technical matter, it 
is not possible to encounter Ivan Chermayeff’s work without admiration 
for his exceptional command of composition and space. Nowhere 
better than in these collages do we see the hand of this master used 
with more assurance and visual integrity. He brings a late-20th-century 
humanism to the Bauhaus synthesis of form and function. 

Over the past two decades Ivan Chermayeff and I have worked 
together on many projects. His intellectual depth, his sheer delight in 
the creative process and the force of his talent, have always made 
our collaborations an adventure of learning and discovery. For as this 
exhibition eloquently demonstrates, Chermayeff is a unique star in 
America’s creative constellation. 

The Corcoran is deeply grateful to Mobil, for whom Ivan Chermayeff 
has created some of his most important graphic imagery, and whose 
generous support has helped make this exhibition possible. 

David C. Levy, President and Director 



Chermayeff’s Collages 

“You may paint with whatever material you please; with pipes, postage 
stamps, postcards or playing cards, candelabra, pieces of oil cloth, 
collars, painted paper, newspapers” wrote Guillaume Apollinaire in 1913. 
Since then, any number of artists have harkened to this permission, 
adding (for collage is an art of addition as well as subtraction) other 
materials for good measure. The collage to which Apollinaire referred, 
since he was writing about Picasso, was born in a spirit of fun—a 
postage stamp here, a wine label there, a line, a bit of twine, voila, an 
image. The collage as practiced by Picasso was almost always a jeu 
d’esprit meant to bring a smile to the viewer’s countenance. Meant, 
also, to defy the ponderous seriousness of the academy and to bring 
into modern life an appreciation for the vernacular, and especially for 
the quotidian small pleasures any man on the street might recognize. 
Apollinaire himself, a man of the word, moved into a high-spirited 
realm when he produced what he called his poem-conversations, and 
his calligrams—adventures in graphic design that not only evoked 
the smile of recognition but also incited many a spillover from poetry 
to prose to drawing to cartooning. He and Picasso and Braque and 
Schwitters and Ernst and Breton valued above all the trouvaille—the 
lucky find—that would surprise and amuse. And to this long line 
of experimentalists we must add the name Chermayeff in bold-faced 
type. He qualifies as a perfect exemplar of homo ludens. On the 
serious side: there is an old theory of esthetics utilizing this ideal 
homo ludens; declaring that man at play is the artist, or vice versa. 
The play theory of art suggests above all that the arts cannot be 
bent to utility; they can have no ulterior motive and are, in fact, free. 
Or at least, dependent on free play. Of course I am not suggesting 
that a theory with its usual tendency toward exclusion can cover 
Chermayeff’s experience. I am simply declaring that I derive pleasure 
from Chermayeff’s play and recognize that nothing is ever quite what 
it seems in his work. 

At the same time, I remember that as a graphic designer Chermayeff’s 
exuberance and high-spirited attack has always delighted me, particularly 
when he played with the alphabet, rilling, turning, twisting, exploding 
it until it also becomes an object among objects. I remember that he 
said if you give an ABCD you can take liberty with the E. Chermayeff’s 
collages benefit from his long experience with the cunning liberties 
that E affords. But in them, there is rarely a “problem” to which the 
graphic designer addresses his wit, and of course, there are never 
“solutions.” Instead there is a rich lode of free association. It is very 
important to bear in mind that Chermayeff gives the viewer as much 
freedom to associate as he gives himself. If he includes a printed 
address, or a foreign postage stamp, his own associations with the 
senders are not necessarily to be reckoned with. The pleasure resides 
in the recognition of the trouvaille. Given the free play of his hand as 
he selects a fragment of painted paper, or a scribble of his child, or a 
bulky mailer from exotic places, the role of discovery (this reminds me 
of that) is anyone’s sport. If there are snatches of print, or vaguely 
reminiscent printed matter, they are never meant to be read in a strictly 
logical manner; heaven forbid! (Picasso, that old burlador, has suffered 
untold indignities at the hands of professors whose humorless quest 
for the “meaning” of a scrap of newsprint, or a fragment of handwriting, 



is implacable.) No, Chermayeff is not offering a view of his psyche, or 
hints about his personal life, or even a diary of quotidian events. 
He offers a wise concision of mind and matter that should never be 
exposed to the analyst’s scalpel. 

Not all of his collages are free of his own intellectual concerns. There 
are a fair number of witty parodies, both of other artists’ styles and of 
the styles of modernism itself. Sometimes he quite specifically identifies 
his leitmotif, as when he composes one of his faces in the manner of 
De Stijl, with the arcane equilibrium of rectangles alluding to one of 
his heroes (I imagine), Theo van Doesburg. Sometimes, especially in 
earlier works, there are direct allusions to the Cubist era, especially 
that aspect of Cubist activity that derives from an intelligent study of 
African and Oceanic masks. Sometimes, on the other hand, a surrealist 
accent appears, relating him more to Miro, who used fragments of 
handwriting in both paintings and collages to make provocative puns 
and double entendres (that also exercise the professors). 

But all of these recognitions do not add up to Chermayeff, naturally. 
I don’t think a word would exactly give the character of Chermayeff’s 
collages, although I can think of a few that allude, such as insouciant, 
devil-may-care, exuberant, canny, gregarious.... It is no accident that 
many of his works in collage refer to faces and figures, for he has had 
long concourse with the world (as all those postage stamps attest) and 
has surveyed it with a casting director’s eye. His ability to capture a 
type—whether a smoker, a Chassid, a Spanish toreador or a New York 
intellectual—is matchless. He has referred somewhere to his “fictions” 
when he talks about the characters in his ongoing human comedy, 
and I think the fictioneer’s eye for the telling detail is very strong in 
him. It is this ability to isolate, without even thinking, the specific 
characteristic of a human face, that gives the collages their special 
flavor, and announces immediately that these are Chermayeffist collages. 
That is no small talent! To which I must add, of course, that the long 
years of finding the most economical and most stunning solutions, both 
in terms of color and shape, in his professional activity as a designer, 
have given Chermayeff an almost reflexive assurance. These collages 
are handsome as well as winsome. Stroking and gluing, Chermayeff’s 
fingers move his scraps of carbon receipts, painted papers, and 
copious mailing containers in ways that arrest and challenge the eye; 
ways that are peculiar to him. Autographic. And, I almost forgot to 
mention, downright funny. 

Dore Ashton 
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i2 Constructivist Mask II 1982 15 x iil4 



ij Zurich Airport Person 1989 22 x 19V4 
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6$ Michael Holden 1999 22 x 13 lA 



64 Grinning Fool With Chris Irving’s Cat 1995 40 x 22 






